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ABSTRACT,

A study was conducted to investigate the degree to
which both object familiarity and motivational factors influence
infakts, search behavior in an object peraanence test. Infants,
seargh behavior for an unfamiliar.test object was compared with
search behavior for (a) an,experientially.familiar cbject that each
infant had played with Maly for a week and (111 an attached object,
such as a bottle, which'the mother reported coiforted the infant in
tines of stress. Thirty-six infants (15 males and 21 females) between
8 and 13 acnths of age were tested in thtee experimental,conditions:
unfamiliar object condition, familiar/object con4it4on, and attached
cbject condition, The Uzgiris-Hunt scale ollablect_lexwanence was
wed to assess substages in the develcpment of cbject pereanence.
GOipar,ison between subjects' scores'in the unfamiliar and familiar ,

object conditions provided no evidenciPthat object idosiliarity alone
influenced test performance. Whether or not the infants, search
behavior significantly increased for attached objects depended on
which of two exaniners administered the object permanence test. It is
concluded that the results are best explained by lotivational factors-
and that this, has importantimplication* for object permanence
testing. (Author/MP).

* RepeMductions supplied by EDRS are the best that can be aide
fro' tits oiiginal docuseatt.
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Abstract

Object Permanence

1

_Studies ot- whether-aft iftfarttfi eencApt of- obleCt Termanenc

develops at different rates for different objects have generally

confounded the familiaiity arid motiVational properties of test

,objects: To separate these.factors, infants' search behavior

for an unfamiliar cdntrol object was compared with that for (a)

a familiar object and (b) an "attached," object reported to

confort the infant in times of stress. As compared to. unf.imil-

iar objects, no increase in 'search beh vior wag found for

familiar objects.ehether or not it significa tly increased for

attached objects depended on which of-two-examiners administered

the object permanence test. It iS .concluded that the results

are -.best expledned by motivational factors and that this has

important implications for object permanence testing.
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. Effects of Selected Object Characteristics

on Object Permanence Test Periormance
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An issue of,continuing research interest is the degree to

which the infant's concept of object permanence.develops at

different rates'for different objects. Early research by Bell

(1970) and others (cf., Lamb,*1973) indica'ted that person per.-

manence develops prior to object permanence. More recent work

by Jackson, Campos, & Fischer (1978), however, suggests that

this apparent object-related decalage may. result from persons

and objects being hidden differently. Nevertheless, even when

hiding procedures were carefully controlled, Jackson et al.

(1978) found slight increases in object permanence test scores

for familiar as opposed to unfamiliar objects (Study 1) and for

persons as opposed to inanimate objects (Study 2).

The source of such object-related pqrformance differences

remains obscure partly because in past studies subjects' exper-

iential familiarity wrth test objects has been confounded/ -w-ith

the motivat.ional .properties of the objects. That is, in an

unfamiliar testing situation one might expect a .parent, as

compared witli an inanimate object, to be both mOre familiar and 4

more motivationally alluring to a child. :Similarly, the

familiar, inanimate objects used by Jackson etiLal. (1978),for

which higher perman1ence scores were reported appear to have

included both familiarsas well as "attached" obj'ects (i.e., an

object, such as i bottle or'a favorite toy, 'which the infant
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associates with the alleviation of strop,* and is therefore

likely to elicit highly motivated search behavior).

To investigate the degree to which both ogject faMiliarity

and motivational factors influence seakch

permanence test, a study was conducted in which infants' search

behavior for an unfamiliar test object was compared with search

behavior for (a) an experientially ifamiliar object that each

infant had played with daily for a week and (b) an attached

object, zuch as a bottle, which the mother reported comforted

the infant An times of stress. To the degree that experience

with an object improves performance in Object permanence

testing, subjects were expected to perform better when tested

with both the familiar and attached objects (as compared with'an

unfamiliekr control object); to the degree that motivatiOnal

fdictors account for object-related performance diffeiences,

subjects were expected to perform better only when tested with

an attached-object.

Subjects'were 36 infants (15 males and 2l-femailes) between
.

)
8 .and 13 months of age. They were recruited from patients

*

schiduled for routine well-baby check-ups at the Ambulatory

Pediatrics Unit of a large. state university hospital c4nic.

All subjects were the prodUtt of a normal pregnancy and birth.

During an intial phone interview with the subjects' mothers, all

infant*, were identified to have,an "attached" objet. This was

Aescribed to the parent as, wan object that the infint cries for
A
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or actively seeks out during times of stress and that percept-
a-

ably calms the child."

A between-subjects design was used with subjectp beipg.

ranAomly Assignad _to the. axperimen-tval- voncli-tieftev- -orde;toj

be able to generalize any results to cl'Eferent ages and testing

subjects.were blocked into two age groups-18'mos. 7
k I

days to 10 mos. 15 day' and 10 mos. 16 days to 12 mos. 24 days)

and two different examiners were used in testing. One examiner

was the first author while the other was a trained reseaich

assistant, unfamiliar with the researchdoalt oi hypotheses.

Thus, the complete design was a 3 (test object) x 2 (age level)

x 2 (examiner) factorial design.

In the unfamiliar object control condition subjects 'were

tested using a small red cube approximately 2.5 cm in .size

which the infant had not sen prior to testing. In the familiar

object condition subjects were tested using a small; plastiá toy

mous -14 mouse was deliVered to the infant one week prior to

testing and the mother was asked to present,the toy to,the child
IF

each, day up'to the.time of her clinic appoimtment. All' mothers

reported that they had complied with these instruc.tions. In the

attached object condition-subjects-were teited with an object

from the infant!s own belongings that the mother identified as

an attached object. For approximately two . thirds of .the

,subjects thls was the child's bottle, whille for the rest it WAS
e ,

N

some other.smal; ob3ect,such as a mil), rattle, or pacifier.
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The Usgiris-Hunt scale of Object Pérmanence (Uzgiris

Hunt, 1974) was used in testing. This scale conslsts of 15

tasks ordered to assess substages in the development of object

approximately 38 cm by 41 am. The hiding procedures become more

complex as the test progressively assesses higher levels of

object, concept. Hecauie they were of approximately equal size,

all objects used in the research could be hidden In an identical

manner.

Subjects were tested with their mothers present. For a

trial to be scored a pass, a child had to uncover and grasp the

object trom.its hiding place on two successive trials. Testing

was terminated when any two items were failed in successibn or

an infant becams too fussy or disinterested to continue. Each
.e/

infant's performance was independently scored by two observers.

Inter-scorer reliability was .997.

In order to condudt the most powerful.statistical Gtst fpr

object-related performance differences*, a priori orthogonal

contrasts were computed comparing subjects' scores in the three

object conditions. An )nitial comparison between subjects'. .

cores in the unfiimiliar and familiar object conditions provided

no evidence that object familiarity aluile influenced test

performance. Collapsing across examiners and age groups* mean

performance in the unfamiliar object condition was 2.67; in the

familiar Object condition it Was 3.17 (1. (1,24).< 1;0).
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Additional analyses indicated that while older infants

performed better than younger ones (Ms 4.11 'vs. 2.42, respec-

tivelyp F(1,24) 6.87,2.( .02), age did not interact with thet

contrast between the unfagtilizir and familiar object conditions,

with Examiner, or with these combined variables (all F's < 1.0).

Finally, while infants tested by Examiner 1 in the unfamil-

iar and .familiar object conditions performed significantly

better than infants tested in theseoriditions by Efyiner 2

(F(1,24) klit 9.3, p(.01), Eximiner did '04 'interact with the

contrast between the object conditions (F.(1,24) < 1.0).

Infants' mean test scores as A function. 'of object familiarity.

and Examiner are displayed in panel a of Figure 1.

Insert Figure 1 about here'

The motivational explanation of object-related decalage

l'.pggests infants should perform better far more highly motivat-

ing /objects. In an unfamiliar testing situation an attached
4 obiect was expected to . provide such motivation. 'A second

contrist between the attaChed object and combined unfamiliar and

familiar object conditions indicated that.while ihfSnts in the

attached condition performed better than those in the combined fr

unfamdiax and familiar conditions, this\ difference was not

statistically significant SIM* 4.00 vs.' 2.92, respectively;

'F (1,20 2.6, 2 4; .12).

4
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Further analyses indicated that age did not interact with

this second contrast orAhe" contrast and the examiner factor

(F (1, 24) is < .15 and .111

However, a significant .interaction did occur between 'tNe

contrast and Examiner (F (1,24) 17.0, ..p.< .001). This inter-
, 1

action is-shown in panel b of Figure 1. Post hoc Scheffe

multiple comparisons indicated tliat fOr Examiner 1 infants' test

scores in the attached object condition did not differ signifi-

captly from the combined unfamiliar and familiar object condi-

tions (F =12.7; F = 3.0): Hoydever, for- .05: crit. - obser.
Examiner 2 infants in the attached object conditibn performed .

significantly better-than Infants in the combined-unfamiliar and.

-- obser.
familiar conditions (F = 12.7; F = 17.1). Thus,

whether or not infants performed better for the attached object,

in cOmpariscon to the Comi4ned 1Tfami1iar and familiar objects,
4

4

depended on which eximtner administered the object permanence

test.

It seems unlikely that examiner expectancies accounted. for

the observed Examiner by Object interaction. Examiner 2 was a

research assistant unfmiliar with the object permanence litera-.

ture or the experimental hypotheses. ,During traihing she was

instructed that it was Standard'prqcedure to vary.test objects.

Furthermore; her post-experimental comments indicated that she
I

did not suspect that objects represented 4 variable of interest.

The potential for expectancy effects was greater for Examiner 1,
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a principal investigator. However, iuch am.explanation of the

results would make,it necessary to posit a "boomerang" effect

-*th:e- potential -for- -objett-,-

4
related perfotmance differendes elimihated'all such differences.

Taken together, the experimental, findings seem best ex-

plained by a motivational interpretation of object-related'per-
.

fprmance differences. If the 'behavior of 'one\ examiner, is

compared to the other, were,to increase feelings of uneasiness

among the subjects, two thin4s,would be expected:
. First,( when

employihg unattached objects; infAhts tested by the "higher-

stress" examiner would likely perform less 'well than infants
.

.

tested by. the ,lower-stress" exAminer. This is because under

conditions Of greater itress infants would be More likely to

become irritable and untestable. On.the .other hand, when using

an attached object, infants tested by the higheA-stress.examiher

(as'compared to the lower-stresi examiner) should be more motiA

vated to -seek out the attached pbject and,therefore perform
4

better on the test. This was.precisely the pattern of results

that obtained, and is displayed in Figure 1. k

The experimental results raise .several important issues.

First,,they illustrate that in addition to holding hiding proce-

dures constant, it is necessary to separate eXperiential famil-

iartty from motivational factors 'when interpreting object-

related performance difference's on an objeCt permanence test.

More generally, great care must be taken in' making intra- and

1
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inte experimental coMparisons of object perManpice scores. The

Benoit vity of the test to mutkiple factors other than object

concept, opment means---that -4i1ference8 -in---test. ---performance-i-
.

are uninterpretable. Onlesi testing conlitions and object types

are very carefully controlled. Pinally,.the relic:arch poses the
4

question as to the dimensions along.Whigh. inanimate objecti vary

phenomenologically for infants.: IlVen..though western world por-

trayals Of infants typica'lly picture them clasping a teddy bear

or some othei inanimatle attached object, the role such objects

play-in normal development ha's received little attention.

'
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: 'figure Caption : /

-Figure I. 41016 qbject parmanence cords for _Examiners

and 2 as_a function of. whether anovel, Yamiliar, or attach

test object was'employed in testing.
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